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13Abstract Mathematical argumentation skills (MAS) are considered an important outcome of
14mathematics learning, particularly in secondary and tertiary education. As MAS are complex,
15an effective way of supporting their acquisition may require combining different scaffolds.
16However, how to combine different scaffolds is a delicate issue, as providing learners with
17more than one scaffold may be overwhelming, especially when these scaffolds are presented at
18the same time in the learning process and when learners’ individual learning prerequisites are
19suboptimal. The present study therefore investigated the effects of the presentation sequence of
20introducing two scaffolds (collaboration script first vs. heuristic worked examples first) and the
21fading of the primarily presented scaffold (fading vs. no fading) on the acquisition of dialogic
22and dialectic MAS of participants of a preparatory mathematics course at university. In
23addition, we explored how prior knowledge and working memory capacity moderated the
24effects. Overall, 108 university freshmen worked in dyads on mathematical proof tasks in four
25treatment sessions. Results showed no effects of the presentation sequence of the collaboration
26script and heuristic worked examples on dialogic and dialectic MAS. Yet, fading of the initially
27introduced scaffold had a positive main effect on dialogic MAS. Concerning dialectic MAS,
28fading the collaboration script when it was presented first was most effective for learners with
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29low working memory capacity. The collaboration script might be appropriate to initially
30support dialectic MAS, but might be overwhelming for learners with lower working memory
31capacity when combined with heuristic worked examples later on.

32Keywords Mathematical argumentation skills . Collaboration scripts . Heuristic worked
33examples .Workingmemory capacity
34

35Mathematical argumentations skills as an educational goal

36Mathematical proof can be seen as a specific type of argumentation. Because proofs are central
37within mathematics as a science, mathematical argumentation is pivotal for mathematical
38activity (Hanna 2000). In school curricula, meaningful practices such as constructing mathe-
39matical arguments and critiquing the reasoning of others are considered to be important goals
40of mathematics education (CCSSI 2017). Constructing arguments is also an extensively
41studied and important goal in secondary and tertiary education (Schwaighofer et al. 2015).
42Mathematical argumentation skills (MAS) include not only domain-specific, i.e. genuine
43mathematical skills (e.g Q3., Yackel and Cobb 1996), but also knowledge and skills regarding
44social-discursive aspects of argumentation (Kollar et al. 2014). Social-discursive MAS are
45necessary, for instance, when different steps of a mathematical proof process are discussed,
46when an individual proof idea is explained, or when two learners try to jointly find solution
47steps for a proof. That way, social-discursive MAS serve two purposes: On the one hand,
48social-discursive argumentative activities may lead to cognitive elaboration of mathematical
49concepts that are required to solve proof tasks and thus optimally help learners acquire
50domain-specific skills (“arguing to learn”; Andriessen Q4et al. 2003). For instance, one learner
51may have to deeply elaborate on what the learning partner has formulated in order to be able to
52understand and criticize the other position. On the other hand, engaging in social-discursive
53argumentative activities may also help students acquire social-discursive MAS, as the repeated
54engagement in such activities should yield a practice effect (“learning to argue”; Andriessen
55et al. 2003). In the study at hand, we focus on that “learning to argue” objective: We study to
56what extent students’ social-discursive MAS can be enhanced by different scaffolds.
57Within social-discursive argumentation, two different types of activities can be distin-
58guished, namely dialogic activities and dialectic activities (Wegerif 2008; Schwarz and
59Shahar 2017). Dialogic activities are characterized by a joint conversation on the same
60arguments based on exchanging differences in a participatory way without overcoming these
61differences (Wegerif 2008). I.e. two learners, while trying to find a solution for a task, work
62together to improve the joint argument by finding better reasons, explanations, further
63clarification, etc. In contrast, dialectic activities comprise counterarguments (e.g., challenges
64to arguments) and the integration of different arguments to arrive at a joint solution by
65explicating conflicting arguments, and by linking and weighing these arguments (e.g., by
66accepting parts of each learners’ arguments; Schwarz 2009).
67Both an engagement in dialogic as well as in dialectic activities is assumed to be beneficial
68for learning (see Teasley 1997). There is, however, some evidence that dialectic activities are
69even more important than dialogic ones in that regard, as was shown in studies by Asterhan
70and Schwarz (2007, 2009). More specifically Q5, Vogel et al. (2016b) demonstrated that the use of
71dialectic, but not dialogic activities improved learners’ disposition to use argumentation skills
72(e.g., by providing counterarguments).
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73Difficulties in mathematical argumentation

74Even though the importance of engaging in both dialogic and dialectic argumentation as an
75important motor for learning has often been acknowledged, learners often experience difficul-
76ties during mathematical argumentation. For example, they are often not able to produce
77logical chains of more than one argument (Heinze et al. 2005). Also, concerning dialectic
78activities, learners often fail to engage in a comprehensive argumentative discourse cycle with
79counterarguments and integration of argumentation (Leitão 2000), or they leave out important
80parts in their argumentation, such as justifications for their claims or responses to counterar-
81guments (Jiménez-Aleixandre et al. 2000; Sadler 2004).
82The transition to a university mathematics program poses specific challenges in this respect,
83since it includes the transition from the application-oriented school subject “mathematics”
84towards the scientific discipline “mathematics” (Rach and Heinze 2016; Vollstedt et al. 2014),
85with its own values and norms regarding mathematical proof and argumentation (Dawkins and
86Weber 2016). During their university studies, students are requested not only to find consistent
87lines of deductive arguments from a framing theory to validate specific hypotheses, but also to
88communicate these arguments according to mathematical standards (Vogel et al. 2016a). This
89transition is challenging (e.g., Hodds et al. 2014). Therefore, supporting prospective university
90mathematics students to facilitate a successful transition to their study programs seems to be
91warranted. Preparatory courses and transition-to-proof courses are common to support students
92MAS in these settings (e.g., Bausch et al. 2014; Selden et al. 2014). However, the effectiveness
93of integrating promising scaffolds to foster MAS in preparatory courses has rarely been
94investigated systematically.

95Fostering mathematical argumentation skills

96Past research (Kollar et al. 2014) has shown that two promising candidates for fostering MAS
97are collaboration scripts and heuristic worked examples. Both scaffolds are subsequently
98described.

99Collaboration scripts

100Collaboration scripts support learners with respect to rather content-independent, social-
101discursive processes while being engaged in a collaborative task. For instance, these scripts
102may prompt learners to provide arguments for their positions and share them with their
103learning partner(s) (Kollar et al. 2014). That way, collaboration scripts specify and sequence
104learning activities and distribute them among the learners of a small group.
105Optimally, the design of collaboration scripts is based on empirical research that demon-
106strated what collaborative activities go along with in-depth knowledge acquisition (e.g.,
107explaining ideas and concepts, argumentation, resolving conceptual discrepancies). Since
108learners often do not spontaneously use the most beneficial strategies in collaborative learning
109(e.g., King 2007), external support by means of collaboration scripts seems to be warranted.
110Several studies in contexts other than mathematics have shown that learning with collab-
111oration scripts may foster the acquisition of rather general collaboration skills, such as
112argumentation skills (e.g., Rummel et al. 2012; Schellens et al. 2007; Weinberger et al.
1132010). Collaboration scripts are also a promising scaffold to support the social-discursive
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114aspects of MAS (Kollar et al. 2014, Vogel et al. 2016b), as they may prompt learners to
115provide arguments, counterarguments and to integrate different arguments of learning partners.
116Thereby, they may especially facilitate dialectic activities. Dialogic activities may however
117also be induced when learners try to expand the arguments provided by a learning partner.
118However, the possibility of using collaboration scripts to foster dialogic and dialectic activities
119in the context of mathematical argumentation has not yet been systematically investigated. Due
120to their in principle content-independent nature, such collaboration scripts may however
121become even more effective when they are coupled with content-specific scaffolds such as
122heuristic worked examples (Reiss and Renkl 2002).

123Heuristic worked examples

124Worked examples usually consist of a problem formulation, steps to solve the problem, and a final
125solution (e.g., Renkl 2014).Heuristicworked examples do not only include solutions for particular
126problems in an exemplifying domain (e.g. elementary number theory), but also principles of a
127specific learning domain (e.g., how to formulate and prove a conjecture), and strategies to solve
128similar problems (Renkl et al. 2009). For this purpose, they may describe two fictitious learners
129trying to solve a mathematical problem with different approaches, thereby externalizing their
130strategies. The approaches of the fictitious learners can make strategic thinking visible.
131In a collaborative learning process, heuristic worked examples may elicit both dialogic and
132dialectic activities. Heuristic worked examples rarely contain explicit debates about strategies.
133Rather, one or two fictitious learners argue along a consistent line of thought, modeling
134strategies that can be applied in the argumentation process. These strategies may support real
135learners to formulate arguments and to extend ideas of their learning partners. Thus, the
136heuristic worked examples include information that can be used for dialogic activities. In
137addition to dialogic MAS, they may also address dialectic activities in collaborative scenarios,
138e.g. when contrasting heuristic worked examples are distributed among the learners of a small
139group in order to increase the likelihood of socio-cognitive conflicts to emerge (Clark et al.
1402009). Overcoming different viewpoints conveyed by contrasting heuristic worked examples
141may involve exchanging of arguments and counterarguments and attempts to come to an
142integration of the different viewpoints.
143Studies in the mathematical context (especially in geometry) have shown positive effects of
144learning with heuristic worked examples on mathematical argumentation and proof (e.g., Reiss
145et al. 2008) and social-discursive MAS (Kollar et al. 2014).

146How to combine collaboration scripts and heuristic worked examples:
147Presentation sequence, fading, and the role of individual learner
148characteristics

149A straightforward idea to supplement collaboration scripts with heuristic worked examples
150would be the simple combination of the two scaffolds. This combination might lead to
151synergistic scaffolding effects when both scaffolds mutually increase their effectiveness
152concerning a joint outcome (Tabak 2004). However, prior research by Kollar et al. (2014)
153did not yield evidence for a synergistic scaffolding effect, as learners who worked both with
154collaboration scripts and heuristic worked examples did not outperform students who had only
155received one of the two scaffolds.

M. Schwaighofer, et al.
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156It thus seems that certain conditions need to be met to reach synergistic scaffolding effects
157through a combination of collaboration scripts and heuristic worked examples. One idea might
158be to not present the two scaffolds simultaneously (as in the study by Kollar et al. 2014), but
159rather in a step-wise fashion. When doing so, three questions pop up: First, what scaffold
160should be presented first (presentation sequence)? Second, should the scaffold that is presented
161first still be available once the second scaffold is introduced or should it be faded out (fading of
162scaffolds)? And third, since presenting two scaffolds in combination – be it simultaneously or
163sequentially – is demanding for learners: What is the role of individual learner characteristics
164for the effectiveness of combining collaboration scripts with heuristic worked examples (role
165of individual learner characteristics)? In the following, these three questions are considered in
166more detail.

167Presentation sequence of scaffolds

168The temporal sequence by which scaffolds are presented may substantially influence learning
169outcomes (Renkl and Atkinson 2007). Concerning collaboration scripts and heuristic worked
170examples though, it is not clear what scaffold should be presented first, and it seems possible to
171find arguments for both options. On the one hand, one might assume that it is more important
172to first receive content-specific support by heuristic worked examples in order to first help
173students construct content knowledge which in turn is a necessary basis for further argumen-
174tation processes. On the other hand, it may also be easier for learners to first learn about the
175general, cross-domain strategy of dialectic argumentation with a content-independent collab-
176oration script before they apply that strategy in learning about the domain.
177The results of a study by Clarke et al. (2005) seem to be in accordance with this latter line of
178reasoning. The authors investigated whether spreadsheets (as a content-independent scaffold)
179to assist mathematics learning should be introduced before or concurrent with content-specific
180mathematical guidance. Introducing the content-independent scaffold first was superior – at
181least for learners with low prior knowledge regarding spreadsheets. Whether these results can
182be transferred to the combination of collaboration scripts and heuristic worked examples to
183foster students’ dialogic and dialectic MAS is an open question.

184Fading of scaffolds

185Another question that needs to be answered when collaboration scripts and heuristic worked
186examples are presented in a step-wise fashion is whether the scaffold that is presented first
187should remain to be present once the second one comes into play. Based on prior research,
188both the fading-out of the first scaffold and the simultaneous availability of two scaffolds could
189be beneficial. On the one hand, learners may best be supported to integrate information
190provided by the two scaffolds, which would yield the hypothesis that the initially presented
191scaffold should still be available after the second one is introduced. For example, if heuristic
192worked examples are still available when introducing a collaboration script, learners may
193easily refer to the strategies conveyed by the previous heuristic worked examples for their
194argumentation about new examples. Also, taking away the previously presented scaffold may
195come too early for learners because they have to self-regulate their performance immediately
196with little previous practice (Wecker and Fischer 2011). Especially learners with less favorable
197learning prerequisites (e.g., low prior knowledge concerning social-discursive MAS) may lack
198the skill of self-regulating dialogic and dialectic activities during the learning process.

Intern. J. Comput.-Support. Collab. Learn
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199On the other hand, fading has been considered an important part of scaffolding (Pea Q62004)
200that affords learners to increasingly take control of their own learning activities. Further,
201knowledge about regulating the execution of skills can be acquired by repeatedly applying
202them in multiple contexts (e.g., Spiro et al. 1988). Fading that scaffold that was presented first
203once the second one is introduced may thus enable learners to practice skills and thereby
204strengthen their dialogic and dialectic MAS.

205The role of individual learner characteristics

206The effectiveness of different scaffolds, especially when combined in one learning environ-
207ment, may depend on specific individual learner characteristics. We specifically focus on two
208variables: prior knowledge and working memory capacity.

209Prior knowledge Prior knowledge has repeatedly been shown to be one of the most
210important factors influencing learning (Kalyuga 2013). For example, it is predictive for
211learning in statistics (Leppink et al. 2012), and performance in physics and mathematics
212(e.g., Hailikari et al. 2008; Hudson and Rottmann 1981).
213Furthermore, prior knowledge is considered to be a potential moderator of the
214effectiveness of various kinds of scaffolds. However, whether high or low knowl-
215edgeable learners benefit most from instructional support seems to be unclear. Re-
216search using more general measures of prior knowledge (e.g., grade point average)
217has found that highly knowledgeable learners may benefit most from instruction. This
218finding has been termed Matthew effect (e.g., Stanovich Q71988). One explanation could
219be that learners with high prior knowledge are more likely to distinguish relevant
220from irrelevant information in texts (Alexander and Jetton 2003) and are better able to
221integrate new information in existing schemata (Kollar et al. 2014).
222In contrast to research that hints towards a Matthew effect of scaffolding, some studies that
223usually use more specific instruments to assess prior knowledge (such as point scores in a
224content knowledge pretest) suggest that the effectiveness of scaffolds may decrease with
225increasing prior knowledge. This finding has been termed expertise reversal effect
226(e.g., Kalyuga et al. 2012). The explanation for the expertise reversal effect predom-
227inantly comes from cognitive load theory (e.g., Sweller 2011). Accordingly, learners
228with high levels of prior knowledge have schemas which can be represented as single
229elements in working memory. Thus, these learners are likely to experience a low
230intrinsic cognitive load in working memory (i.e., working memory load due to the
231interacting elements in the learning material; Sweller 2011). In contrast, for beginners,
232problem solving may induce a high cognitive load that is irrelevant for schema
233construction. This kind of cognitive load is called extraneous cognitive load. Worked
234examples may reduce extraneous cognitive load. Thereby, enough working memory
235capacity can be devoted to schema construction (Renkl 2014). In contrast, supporting
236expert learners with information they already have in long-term memory may be
237redundant and cause additional extraneous cognitive load (e.g., Kalyuga 2007). Ap-
238plied to heuristic worked examples, the heuristics provided by the examples may
239interfere with learners’ existing strategies (Reiss et al. 2008) so that students with low
240prior knowledge may not be able to use the support to engage in processes associated
241with schema construction (germane load), but instead be overwhelmed by having to
242coordinate the different kinds of support they are confronted with.

M. Schwaighofer, et al.
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243Working memory capacity Working memory serves the function of temporarily storing and
244manipulating information (Baddeley et al. 2011). Several cognitive achievements depend on
245working memory such as problem solving performance (Bühner et al. 2008), math achievement
246(e.g., Peng et al. 2016), and reading comprehension (Daneman and Merikle 1996). Furthermore,
247working memory capacity is moderately correlated with fluid intelligence (e.g., Redick et al.
2482012b). Although working memory capacity presumably plays an important role for learning
249within cognitive load theory (e.g., Sweller 2011), few studies investigating the effectiveness of
250worked examples have used objective and reliable measures of working memory capacity (for
251exceptions see de Jong 2010; Schwaighofer et al. 2016) and instead relied on a subjective rating
252scale of cognitive load. However, concerns regarding the validity of the subjective rating scale exist
253(de Jong 2010; Schwaighofer et al. 2016). For instance, Schwaighofer et al. (2016) found that the
254subjective rating of cognitive load did not correlate with working memory capacity measured with
255three reliable and valid tasks. Examples for such tasks include complex span tasks. In an operation
256span task, for example, participants receive a set of simple math tasks composed of three digits and
257two operations (e.g., “(2 × 2) + 5 =?”; see Q8Redick et al. 2012a, p. 848) together with a suggestion for
258a solution and are asked to hit “TRUE” or “FALSE” on a computer keyboard. After each task, the
259participant receives a letter she is asked to remember until the end of the trial. Working memory
260span is then operationalized via the number of the correctly remembered letters in serial order.
261Concerning the combination of collaboration scripts with heuristic worked examples,
262learners with low working memory capacity might be overwhelmed when the two scaffolds
263are presented at the same time. Learners with high working memory capacity, in contrast, may
264be better able to integrate information from scaffolds that are presented simultaneously.
265Therefore, these learners might benefit from the simultaneous presentation of collaboration
266scripts and heuristic worked examples.
267When the second scaffold is introduced, the availability of the first scaffold may induce a
268high extraneous cognitive load in working memory when information coming from the first
269scaffold is redundant to some extent. Again, especially learners with low working memory
270capacity may struggle with the high demand on working memory and not have enough
271working memory capacity to deal with information from the second scaffold. In addition,
272these learners might not be able to integrate relevant information from the two scaffolds.
273Therefore, fading of the initially presented scaffold could be effective particularly for learners
274with low working memory capacity. 275

276Research questions

277Against the background of these considerations, this study investigates the effects of different
278step-wise combinations of collaboration scripts and heuristic worked examples on dialectic
279and dialogic MAS. The scaffolds were used for mathematical proof tasks that students were
280asked to solve in dyads in the context of a two-week preparatory course for mathematics
281freshmen at a German university. We asked the following research questions:

282RQ1: What is the effect of the presentation sequence of the two scaffolds (collaboration
283script first vs. heuristic worked examples first), the fading of the primarily presented
284scaffold (fading vs. no fading) and their combination on learners’ acquisition of
285dialogic MAS (RQ1a) and dialectic MAS (RQ1b) during collaborative learning with
286mathematical proof tasks?

Intern. J. Comput.-Support. Collab. Learn
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287Concerning the effect of the presentation sequence of the two scaffolds and the fading
288of the scaffold introduced first we described contradicting consequences that could be
289expected to happen. Learners might either benefit from learning with the rather
290content-independent scaffold or the content-specific scaffold first. Also, fading of
291the primarily presented scaffold could either enhance learners’ development of the
292faded components or could overwhelm learners. Therefore, we hypothesize effects of
293both the presentation sequence and the fading, but cannot determine the direction of
294the effects a-priori.

295RQ2: To what extent is the effect of the presentation sequence of the two scaffolds
296(collaboration script first vs. heuristic worked examples first) and the fading of the
297initially introduced scaffold (fading vs. no fading) on learners’ acquisition of dialogic
298and dialectic MAS moderated by learners’ prior knowledge (RQ2a) and working
299memory capacity (RQ2b)?

300For the moderation of the effects of the presentation sequence and the fading of the
301scaffolds on dialogic and dialectic MAS by learners’ prior knowledge we argue that the
302Matthew effect would speak for learners with higher prior knowledge would benefit from
303no fading of either presentation sequence. In contrast, the expertise reversal effect would rather
304speak for learners with higher prior knowledge would benefit from fading of either presenta-
305tion sequence. Therefore, we expect a moderation effect without a specific direction. For the
306moderation of the effects of the presentation sequence and the fading by learners’ working
307memory capacity, we hypothesize that learners with higher working memory capacity might be
308less affected by the presentation sequence and fading while learners with lower working
309memory capacity might be affected by the presentation sequence and might benefit from
310fading either scaffold.

311Method

312Setting and sample

313The study was conducted within a two-week preparatory course for prospective mathematics
314university students. The course was offered before the beginning of their first semester to
315support them in the transition from secondary school mathematics to mathematics at the
316university. It contained eleven lectures and eleven tutor exercises on elementary number
317theory and other basic mathematical topics (e.g., basic propositional and predicate
318logic, proof techniques, induction and recursion). Participation in the preparatory
319course was voluntary. Overall, N = 108 learners (Mage = 18.99, SDage = 1.89; 45
320female learners) were included in the analyses as they completed the course and took part in
321all treatment and test sessions.

322Learning material

323During the four treatment sessions, learners were seated in dyads collaborating on one
324mathematical proof task per session. The tasks were presented on a shared worksheet which
325also contained a coarse structure of the task process. Learners wrote down their ideas using

M. Schwaighofer, et al.
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326Livescribe Smartpens with integrated microphones. The Smartpens recorded the dyad’s talk in
327a digital video file, as well as their writing on the shared worksheet. Afterwards, each learner
328was asked to develop an individual solution based on the results of the collaboration. All dyads
329were provided with lecture notes that contained content from all lectures taught in the
330preparatory course. The collaboration script and the heuristic worked examples were presented
331depending on the experimental condition. Heuristic worked examples were provided in printed
332form. The collaboration script was implemented in the shared worksheet (see the description in
333the section about the “Operationalization of the collaboration script and heuristic worked”
334examples below).

335Design

336The learners were randomly assigned to one of four experimental conditions of a 2 × 2 factorial
337design with the independent variables presentation sequence of the scaffolds (collaboration
338script first vs. heuristic worked examples first) and fading of the initially introduced scaffold
339(fading vs. no fading; see Table 1).
340In the collaboration script first conditions, learners received the collaboration script in the
341first and second treatment session and the heuristic worked examples in the third and fourth
342treatment session. In contrast, learners in the heuristic worked examples first conditions
343received heuristic worked examples in the first and second treatment session and the collab-
344oration script in the third and fourth treatment session.
345Whether the initially introduced scaffold was still available in the third and fourth treatment
346session (i.e., when the second scaffold was presented) was determined by the second inde-
347pendent variable, fading of the initially introduced scaffold: The fading conditions did not
348receive the initially introduced scaffold in the third and fourth treatment session, while the no
349fading conditions received the initially introduced scaffold in the third and fourth treatment
350session in addition to the scaffold that was presented second.

351Operationalization of the collaboration script and heuristic worked examples

352Collaboration script Before learners started to work on the mathematical proof tasks, the
353experimenter informed them about the structure of argumentation prompted by the collabora-
354tion script. This was to make sure that all learners understood how to use the collaboration
355script. Figure 1 shows the prompts of the collaboration script in the shared worksheets, which
356were intended to structure the discussion between the learning partners according to the three
357phases of argumentation proposed by Leitão (2000). These phases were adapted for the present
358study. Phase 1: presentation of arguments for a step in solving the problem (a step presented by
359the learner him- or herself when no heuristic worked example was simultaneously presented;
360or a step that was presented by the fictitious learner the was described in the heuristic worked

t1:1 Table 1 Experimental conditions

t1:2 Presentation sequence of the scaffolds

t1:3 Collaboration script first Heuristic worked examples first

t1:4 Fading of the initially
introduced scaffold

Fading n = 31 n = 26
t1:5 No fading n = 24 n = 27

Intern. J. Comput.-Support. Collab. Learn
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361example when a heuristic worked example was simultaneously presented (see the description
362of the heuristic worked examples in the section below). Phase 2: critical evaluation of the
363arguments for the step in solving the problem (i.e., answering with a counterargument). Phase
3643: building a synthesis for the arguments raised before. For example, in the condition with
365collaboration script and heuristic worked examples, the prompt related to the phase of building
366a synthesis was “Evaluate the pros and cons of the approaches by the fictitious learners and
367agree upon the best approach from your point of view”. In the condition without heuristic
368worked examples the prompts referred to the real learning partner, see Fig. 1). Especially in the

Fig. 1 Prompts of the collaboration script at the first page of the shared worksheets when students did not have a
heuristic worked example

M. Schwaighofer, et al.
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369last two phases, the prompts of the collaboration script focused on dialectic activities. Because
370integrating ideas (step 3) may also involve extending ideas of learning partners, the collabo-
371ration script prompts, however, also targeted dialogic activities to some extent. When no
372collaboration script was present, students were prompted to alternately work individually on
373the task and exchange their ideas collaboratively. Yet, there was no further structure given for
374the collaborative exchange of ideas.

375Heuristic worked examples Each heuristic worked example delineated how a fictitious
376learner tried to prove a conjecture for the given problem from elementary number theory
377according to the six phases adapted from Boero’s (1999) process model of mathematical proof.
378One example for a problem from elementary number theory is: “Choose some square numbers
379and take differences of two square numbers. What do you notice? Formulate a conjecture and
380prove it!” To ensure that the learners understood how to work with heuristic worked examples,
381at the beginning of each treatment session the experimenter informed about the structure of a
382heuristic worked example, to track the solution processes in the examples, and to alternately
383work individually and collaboratively on the task. Figure 2 shows the third of six solution steps
384of a heuristic worked example related to the problem from elementary number theory
385described above.
386The two learning partners in each dyad received heuristic worked examples on the same
387problem with different fictitious learners. The heuristic strategies of the fictitious learners in the
388worked examples differed to increase the need for discussion between the learning partners.
389Each solution step of a heuristic worked example contained prompts to reflect about the
390solution steps. For instance, learners were prompted to judge in which way the approach to the
391problem chosen by the fictitious learner might be beneficial to solve this and other problems,
392and to compare this strategy with that of the fictitious learner in the partner’s worked example.
393After the first, the third, and the sixth solution step, participants were prompted to switch to the
394shared worksheet. These worksheets contained prompts to exchange ideas from the fictitious
395learners in the heuristic worked examples between the learning partners and to record the most
396important considerations on the sheet (either supported by the collaboration script or not). In
397addition, the worksheets contained prompts to return to the heuristic worked examples and
398work on the next solution steps after finishing the discussion. When no heuristic worked
399example was present, the learners were alternately asked to work individually on their idea for
400a step to come to a solution of the problem and collaboratively exchange their ideas.
401

402Procedure

403The study contained two pretests, four treatment sessions, and a posttest during six consecutive
404weekdays. The posttest took place one day after the last treatment session. For each of the four
405treatment sessions, learners were randomly assigned to a new learning partner. Dyads were
406always homogeneous with respect to academic ability, which was realized by a median split of
407the final high school grade which was measured during pretest and by creating groups with
408either two high or two low ability learners. We decided to form homogeneous dyads to reduce
409further noise in the data, because dyads with comparable learning prerequisites might process
410learning materials differently than dyads with strongly different learning prerequisites (Webb
411et al. 2002). At the outset of the first treatment session, the experimenter explained the purpose
412and the procedure of the sessions and explained how to use the Smartpens. During each
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413treatment session, the learners worked in dyads on a new mathematical proof task and received
414support from different scaffolds depending on their experimental condition.

Fig. 2 Third of six solution steps for the task “Choose some square numbers and take differences for of two
square numbers. What do you notice? Formulate a conjecture and prove it!”
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415Dependent variables

416Dialogic and dialectic MAS During pre- and posttest, participants worked on a test to
417measure their dialogic and dialectic MAS. The test asked them to describe phases and activities
418that appear in a prototypical talk between two individuals who have different positions
419regarding the question on how to best support learning motivation (pretest) and to what extent
420talent or practice accounts for a person’s development of mathematical expertise. These
421questions were chosen in a way that should trigger the participants to describe the dialog,
422debate, or discussion they would expect to appear. The students usually described a sequence
423of phases titled as “beginning of the talk”, “stating arguments”, “evidence”, “discussion”,
424“counterarguments”, “critic”, “conclusion”, “compromise”, “end of the talk”, etc. An-
425swers of participants were analyzed with respect to dialogic and dialectic activities.
426Dialogic activities included (1) agreements and (2) extensions of the other arguments,
427while dialectic activities comprised (1) critique, (2) counterarguments and (3) integra-
428tions of arguments and counterarguments. Concerning dialogic MAS, learners received
429one point each when they mentioned agreements or extensions of arguments. With
430respect to dialectic MAS, one point was awarded each when learners mentioned
431critique, counterarguments or integrations of arguments and counterarguments. Table 2
432shows some examples of students’ answers that were either rated with high or low
433values for dialogic and dialectic MAS.
434For both kinds of MAS, we only rated if the single items appeared at all with one point for
435each and summed up the entries of dialogic and dialectic activities. This resulted in a range of 0
436to 2 points for dialogic MAS and a range of 0 to 3 points for dialogic MAS. Two student
437assistants were trained to rate learners’ answers for mentioning dialogic and dialectic activities
438with data that were not included in the study at hand. The rater training took four rounds of

t2:1 Table 2 Students’ answers and coding of dialogic and dialectic activities

t2:2 Student’s answer Dialogic activities Dialectic activities

t2:3 “The first interlocutor explains his arguments. The
second interlocutor listens carefully and repeats
the arguments of the first interlocutor in his own
words to make sure he understood. He also adds
his own ideas.”

high (agreement, extension) low (−)

t2:4 “The first interlocutor poses his argument and an
example. He states a hypothesis and tries to prove
it with reasons. The second interlocutor poses a
counterargument and an example. He shows his
disagreement with an own hypothesis and proves
it with reasons.”

low (−) medium (counter-argument)

t2:5 “The first interlocutor collects the most important
arguments. The second interlocutor extends the
collection.”

medium (extension) low (−)

t2:6 “The first interlocutor poses his hypothesis and
arguments. The second interlocutor tries to find
weaknesses in the argumentation of the first
interlocutor and criticizes it. Then he poses
counterarguments (…) in the end both interlocutors
balance the different arguments and try to find a
joint solution.”

low (−) high (critique, counter-
argument, integration)
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439rating, discussing and adapting the coding scheme by including new examples etc.
440Each round took about one week to complete. After finishing the fourth round and
441consolidating the coding scheme, the two student assistants rated a random sample
442from the actual data of 26 pre-test answers and 25 post-test answers separately to
443calculate inter-rater reliability. Sufficient values of inter-rater reliability were reached
444for the about 23% of the ratings of the students’ answers (Cohen’s κ for dialogic
445MAS: M = .71, range = .68–.75; Cohen’s κ for dialectic MAS: M = .74, range:
446.67–.83). Then, the data were evenly distributed between the two raters and each data
447set was rated by one of the two raters.
448

449Control and moderator variables

450Prior knowledge (dialogic and dialectic MAS) As described, we measured dialogic and
451dialectic MAS also during pretest (see section about the “Dependent variable”). The pretest
452scores were used as covariates in subsequent analyses.

453Working memory capacity Working memory capacity was measured in separate sessions
454during the preparatory course. Groups of students were invited into a separate room to
455complete the automated operation span task on a laptop computer (Unsworth et al. 2005). In
456this task, participants have to alternately solve simple mathematical equations and memorize
457letters which have to be recalled at the end of a sequence. The sum of letters recalled in all
458sequences divided by all trials serves as an estimate of the participant’s working memory
459capacity (Unsworth et al. 2005). The internal consistency (Cronbach’s alpha) of the automated
460operation span was calculated by using the method of Kane et al. (2004) and yielded a value of
461α = .63.

462Fluid intelligence We assessed fluid intelligence at the second pretest using the sum
463score of the short version of the Culture Fair Intelligence scale (CFT 20-R; Weiß
4642006). The short version comprised four subtests with 56 items in total. The reliability
465of the test was α = .74. 466

467Statistical analyses

468The effects of the presentation sequence and fading of the two scaffolds on dialogic and
469dialectic MAS were analyzed using analyses of covariance controlling for prior dialogic or
470dialectic MAS, respectively.
471Moderation analyses were conducted for prior knowledge and working memory capacity
472moderating the effects of the presentation sequence and fading of the scaffolds on the post test
473values of dialogic and dialectic MAS. These analyses were conducted with the SPSS macro
474PROCESS (Hayes 2013). As proposed by Hayes (2012), heteroscedasticity-consistent stan-
475dard errors were estimated. The influence of prior knowledge on the moderator and the
476dependent variable was controlled for when necessary. Applying the Johnson-Neyman tech-
477nique (see Hayes 2013) allowed us to quantify the effect of the independent variables on the
478dependent variables for different values of the respective moderator (prior knowledge or
479working memory capacity).
480An alpha-level of 5% was used for all analyses.
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481Results

482Preliminary analyses

483Correlations among moderator, control, and dependent variables Dialogic and
484dialectic MAS were not correlated significantly, neither at pre-, nor at posttest.
485Dialogic MAS at pretest correlated with dialogic MAS at posttest, and dialectic
486MAS at pretest correlated with dialectic MAS at posttest (see Table 3). The fluid
487intelligence did not correlate with any of the other variables. The working memory
488only correlated significantly negatively with the dialectic MAS at posttest. In the
489subsequent analyses, significant effects were found for prior knowledge on the
490dependent variables, but not for fluid intelligence or working memory capacity.
491Therefore, in all subsequent analyses, prior knowledge concerning the respective
492dependent variable (i.e., dialogic or dialectic MAS) was included as covariate (if
493not already included as moderator). Neither fluid intelligence nor working memory
494capacity were included as covariate in the subsequent analyses.

495RQ1a: Effects of the presentation sequence and fading of scaffolds on the acquisition of
496dialogic MAS

497498Descriptively, the condition that was first presented with the collaboration script that was
499faded afterwards performed best in dialogic MAS, while the condition that was first presented
500with the heuristic worked examples that were not faded afterwards performed worst in dialogic
501MAS. Table 4 shows means and standard deviations for dialogic MAS for each experimental
502condition at posttest.
503The results of the ANCOVAwith the pretest dialogic MAS as covariate showed that overall
504there was no significant main effect of the presentation sequence of the two scaffolds on the
505acquisition of dialogic MAS (F(1103) = 1.81, p = .18, partial η2 = .02). In contrast, fading of
506the initially introduced scaffold had a significant positive effect on the acquisition of dialogic
507MAS, F(1103) = 6.63, p = .01, partial η2 = .06. No interaction effect between presentation

t3:1 Table 3 Correlations among moderator, control and dependent variables

t3:2 Dialogic MS
at pretest

Dialectic
MAS at
posttest

Working
memory
capacity

Fluid
intelligence

Dialogic MAS
at posttest

Dialectic
MAS at
posttest

t3:3 Dialogic MAS
at pretest

r 1
t3:4 N 108
t3:5 Dialectic MAS

at posttest
r .18 1

t3:6 N 108 108
t3:7 Working memory

capacity
r .06 −.02 1

t3:8 N 97 97 97
t3:9 Fluid intelligence r −.136 .16 .16 1
t3:10 N 106 106 96 106
t3:11 Dialogic MAS

at posttest
r .31** −.03 .08 .02 1

t3:12 N 108 108 97 106 108
t3:13 Dialectic MAS

at posttest
r .04 .29** −.21* .07 .01 1

t3:14 N 108 108 97 106 108 108

**p < .01, *p < .05 (two-tailed)
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509p = .67, partial η2 < .01).

510RQ1b: Effects of the presentation sequence and fading of the scaffolds on the acquisition
511of dialectic MAS

512In line with the results for the dialogic MAS, descriptively the condition that was first
513presented with the collaboration script that was faded afterwards performed best in dialectic
514MAS. The condition that was first presented with the heuristic worked examples that were not
515faded afterwards performed worst in dialogic MAS. Table 5 shows means and standard
516deviations for dialectic MAS for each experimental condition at posttest.
517An ANCOVA with the pretest dialectic MAS as covariate revealed no significant main
518effect on the acquisition of dialectic MAS, neither for the presentation sequence of the two
519scaffolds, (F(1103) = 1.92, p = .17, partial η2 = .02) nor for the fading of the initially
520introduced scaffold, F(1103) = 0.77, p = .38, partial η2 = .01. Also, no interaction effect was
521found, (F(1103) = 0.04, p = .84, partial η2 < .01).

522RQ2a: Prior knowledge as moderator for the effects of the presentation sequence and
523fading of scaffolds on the acquisition of dialogic and dialectic MAS

524Prior knowledge did not significantly moderate the effect of the presentation sequence of the
525scaffolds on dialogicMAS (b= 0.06, 95%CI [−0.39,0.51], p= .78), and neither the effect of fading
526of the initially introduced scaffold on dialogic MAS (b = −0.05, 95% CI [−0.38,0.28], p = .75).
527Concerning dialecticMAS, prior knowledge did not significantly moderate the effect of the
528presentation sequence of scaffolds (b = −0.18, 95% CI [−0.49, 0.14], p = .27) and neither the
529effect of fading of the initially introduced scaffold (b = 0.14, 95% CI [−0.18, 0.45], p = .40).

530RQ2b: Working memory capacity as moderator for the effects of the presentation
531sequence and fading of scaffolds on the acquisition of dialogic and dialectic MAS

t4:1 Table 4 Means and standard deviations (in parentheses) for the sum of dialogic activities mentioned by the
learners in the individual posttest on dialogic MAS

t4:2 Presentation sequence of the two scaffolds

t4:3 Collaboration script first Heuristic worked examples first

t4:4 Fading of the initially
introduced scaffold

Fading 0.35 (0.49) 0.23 (0.51)
t4:5 No fading 0.21 (0.42) 0.04 (0.19)

t5:1 Table 5 Means and standard deviations (in parentheses) for the sum of dialectic activities mentioned by the
learners in the individual posttest on dialectic MAS

t5:2 Presentation sequence of the two scaffolds

t5:3 Collaboration script first Heuristic worked examples first

t5:4 Fading of the initially
introduced scaffold

Fading 1.00 (0.89) 0.81 (0.69)
t5:5 No fading 0.92 (0.72) 0.67 (0.68)
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532The moderator analyses with prior knowledge as covariate revealed that working memory
533capacity did not significantly moderate the effect of the presentation sequence of the two
534scaffolds on dialogic MAS (b = −0.03, 95% CI [−1.56, 1.50], p = .97), and neither the effect of
535fading of the initially introduced scaffold on dialogic MAS (b = 0.30, 95% CI [−0.82, 1.43],
536p = .59).
537Regarding dialectic MAS, the moderator analyses with prior knowledge as covar-
538iate showed that the working memory capacity was no significant moderator for the
539effect of the presentation sequence (b = −0.26, 95% CI[−2.92, 2.41], p = .85). Yet,
540the effect of fading of the initially introduced scaffold was significantly moderated by
541the working memory capacity (b = 3.64, 95% CI[1.30, 5.98], p < .01, increase in R2

542due to interaction = .08.).
543More detailed moderator analyses revealed an interesting pattern: Within the two
544groups with different presentation sequences of scaffolds, the effect of fading on
545dialectic MAS was differentially moderated by working memory capacity: For learners
546who were initially presented with the collaboration script, the effect of fading the
547script on dialectic MAS depended significantly on working memory capacity
548(b = 9.21, 95% CI [5.82,12.59], p < .001, increase in R2 due to interaction = .26).
549Post-hoc power-analysis revealed a power of 1 –β = .98. Applying the Johnson-
550Neyman technique indicated that learners with low working memory capacity benefit-
551ted most from fading of the collaboration script. In contrast, learners with very high
552working memory capacity benefitted from the simultaneous availability of to the two
553scaffolds (see Appendix). For learners who were initially presented with the heuristic
554worked examples, their working memory capacity did not significantly moderate the
555effect of fading the heuristic worked examples (b = 1.04, 95% CI [−2.97, 5.05],
556p = .60, increase in R2 due to interaction = .01). 557

558Discussion

559The aim of this study was to investigate the effects of the sequence and the fading of a
560collaboration script and heuristic worked examples on learners’ development of dialogic and
561dialectic social-discursive MAS during a preparatory course for mathematics students at the
562transition from secondary to tertiary education. Furthermore, we were interested in the role that
563prior knowledge and working memory capacity played for learners’ benefit from learning with
564the differently sequenced and faded scaffolds. We conceived dialogic MAS as activities that
565build on the learning partner’s contribution in a concordant way such as expanding ideas of the
566learning partner. In contrast, dialectic activities of MAS were conceived as activities involving
567controversial discussions between learning partners. Our measures of dialogic and dialectic
568MAS were not correlated indicating that dialogic and dialectic activities can be separated as
569proposed by other authors (e.g., Schwarz and Shahar 2017; Wegerif 2008).

570No indication for a general effect of the presentation sequence of scaffolds
571on dialogic and dialectic MAS

572The findings of this study indicate that the sequence of introducing the collaboration script and
573heuristic worked examples had no effect on students’ acquisition of dialogic and dialectic
574MAS. In contrast to the findings of previous studies (Clarke et al. 2005), presenting content-
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575specific scaffolds (heuristic worked examples) first or content-independent scaffolds (collab-
576oration scripts) first seems not to make a difference with respect to the development of social-
577discursive MAS. Since we had contradicting hypothesis about the direction of the effect of the
578presentation sequence of scaffolds, there might have been a balanced amount of participants
579that did or did not benefit from each presentation sequence of scaffolds. Therefore, it might be
580more interesting to explore for which types of participants one of the two presentation
581sequences were more beneficial. This might be uncovered by learners’ different prerequisites
582and will be discussed in the subsequent sections.

583The general effect of fading of scaffolds on dialogic MAS

584Moreover, the findings show that the fading of the initially introduced scaffold had a positive
585effect on dialogic MAS. This replicates existing findings that fading is an important mecha-
586nism of scaffolding for learning (Pea 2004) yet, in another way than might be expected.
587Because both scaffolds predominantly addressed dialectic activities, fading the initially intro-
588duced scaffold might have reduced the amount of irrelevant information for acquiring dialogic
589MAS. In addition, the collaboration script and heuristic worked examples may have fostered
590dialogic MAS to a similar extent when they were introduced as the first scaffold. Therefore,
591introducing the second scaffold might have been redundant with respect to dialogic MAS (see
592Kalyuga 2007). In accordance with this interpretation, both the collaboration script and
593heuristic worked examples involved prompts to foster the extension of arguments. For
594example, collaboration scripts prompted learners to integrate different arguments
595which could have involved, at least in part, extending the views of the learning
596partner. Heuristic worked examples prompted participants to build upon the ideas of
597a fictitious learner. This line of reasoning is further corroborated by the finding that
598the effect of fading of the primarily introduced scaffold on dialogic MAS was not
599moderated by learning pre-requisites. Regardless of their prior knowledge and working
600memory capacity, the availability of the initially introduced scaffold seems to be
601redundant for learners when the second scaffold is introduced.
602A further explanation for the effect of fading on dialogic MAS might be that learners prefer
603to use dialogic activities. In contrast to dialectic activities, dialogic activities might be
604perceived as more socially accepted than dialectic activities that might uncover weaknesses
605in the learning partners’ and their own knowledge base. When being presented with scaffolds
606that predominantly address dialectic activities, learners may possibly fall back into the
607(preferred) use of dialogic activities once one scaffold is faded out. In other words, fading
608scaffolds which mainly address dialectic activities might reduce the threshold to engage in
609dialogic activities. Hence, if the goal is to support dialogic MAS, the results of the present
610study suggest that learning environments may be designed with consecutively introduced
611heuristic worked examples and collaboration scripts which are faded out during the learning
612process.

613The effect of fading for different presentation sequences on dialectic
614MAS – Working memory capacity matters

615Regarding the effects of fading of the initially introduced scaffold on the dialectic activities of
616MAS, varying results occurred for learners with different learning pre-requisites. The learners’
617existing knowledge structures concerning dialectic activities might have been activated when
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618the collaboration script was introduced as first scaffold (Fischer et al. 2013). Due to
619the learners’ experience with dialectic activities during the time the initially introduced
620collaboration script was present, the script might have become increasingly irrelevant
621in later learning phases. When in the second phase heuristic worked examples were
622introduced, the components of the collaboration script may have already been inter-
623nalized and subsequently activated. But, if they were then still externally present (i.e.
624when the collaboration script was still present, after the heuristic worked example was
625introduced), the support provided by the collaboration script may have been redundant
626and possibly have overwhelmed learners with low working memory capacity. There-
627fore, when introducing heuristic worked examples in the second phase and simulta-
628neously fading the collaboration script, particularly learners with low working memory
629capacity may benefit from a reduction of the interacting elements (i.e., components of
630the script; e.g., Sweller 2010) in working memory.
631Applying the Johnson Neyman technique further indicated that learners with very high
632working memory capacity benefitted from the simultaneous availability of both scaffolds. It
633seems that these learners can handle the high demands on working memory capacity and focus
634their attention on the not yet internalized parts of the collaboration script and heuristic worked
635examples for acquiring dialectic MAS. In line with this suggestion, research indicates that
636control of attention is an important aspect of working memory capacity to maintain
637information in a short-term storage and retrieving information from long-term memory
638(Shipstead et al. 2014).
639The moderating role of working memory capacity might also be related to a high motiva-
640tion to work on complex tasks. Learners voluntarily took part in the preparatory course and
641were presumably highly motivated to work on mathematical tasks. The high motivation may
642have lead learners to put a high demand on their working memory which may have been too
643high for learners with low working memory capacity. De Jong (2010) suggested that overload
644may only occur when learners work under time pressure or when offloading working memory
645(e.g., by taking notes) is prevented. However, the present study points to additional factors
646which may cause overload in working memory, one of which might be a high motivation to
647work on complex tasks.
648Nevertheless, working memory capacity was not a moderator concerning the fading
649of the heuristic worked examples in the heuristic worked examples first conditions.
650Apparently, the availability of the heuristic worked examples induced no detrimental
651demands on working memory when the collaboration script was introduced. Heuristic
652worked examples reduced problem-solving demands considerably by providing rele-
653vant information regarding processes to solve mathematical problems in all treatment
654sessions. Some learners might have found this information more useful for gaining
655knowledge about dialectic activities, while others might have found it less useful.
656However, this information did not seem to induce too much irrelevant working
657memory load for learners with low working memory capacity. Also, learners with
658high working memory capacity might not have been able to benefit from the contin-
659ued availability of heuristic worked examples. This might explain the nonsignificant
660main effect of fading of the heuristic worked examples on dialectic activities.
661Finally, the finding that prior knowledge had no moderating influence stands in
662contrast to research about the Matthew effect (e.g., Stanovich 1986) and the expertise
663reversal effect (e.g., Kalyuga et al. 2012). Neither learners with high prior knowledge
664nor learners with low prior knowledge benefitted more from fading of the
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665collaboration script or heuristic worked examples. At least for the effect of the fading
666of the collaboration script on dialectic MAS, working memory capacity seems to be
667the more important moderator. However, the variance in the lower range of values of
668prior dialogic and dialectic MAS was low, probably due to the small range of possible
669values (only integer values were achievable). Thus, the moderating role of prior
670knowledge might not have been established across a broad range of values in prior
671knowledge.

672Limitations and directions for future research

673Several limitations of our study need to be mentioned. First, fading was implemented with a
674rather low granularity by completely removing one of the two scaffolds after two treatment
675sessions. After removing one scaffold, learners worked without it in the last two treatment
676sessions. However, research suggests that gradually removing solution steps from worked
677examples with individual progress may be more effective than completely fading out the
678worked example at once (for an overview, see Renkl 2014). Furthermore, fading of collabo-
679ration scripts may require additional monitoring of peers to be effective (Wecker and Fischer
6802011). Future research should investigate the effects of a more gradual fading of one or both
681scaffolds when they are combined depending on individual knowledge or demands on
682working memory capacity. Additionally, future studies may investigate the role of peer
683monitoring when fading one of the two scaffolds.
684Also, differences in the effects on dialogic and dialectic activities between the two types of
685presentation sequences of scaffolds might have been reduced by the design of the study and
686therefore hard to find. Even though the two scaffolds mainly were designed to trigger dialectic
687activities, they also involved characteristics that may have triggered dialogic activities. The
688collaboration script, although mainly focusing on dialectic sequence of argumentation, also
689included dialogic aspects that were supposed to help learners construct joint arguments
690(e.g., when asked to develop syntheses). Likewise, the heuristic worked examples for
691learning partners in a dyad were slightly different from each other and might thus
692easily trigger dialectic activities. Despite that, we observed that the examples often led
693learners to a convergent understanding in the end. Thus, these scaffolds might also
694have supported dialogic activities. Against this background, finding similar patterns of
695effects for the two outcome measures may not have been very surprising. In addition,
696since all learners received both scaffolds (although at different time points), the
697overall differences between the four conditions might have been too small to cause
698detectable effects on social-discursive MAS.
699The low variance of prior knowledge due to a small range of possible values is a further
700limitation of the present study. Future studies may include tests that assess dialogic and
701dialectic MAS in a more differentiated way with more items. Furthermore, the tests to assess
702dialogic and dialectic MAS assessed rather declarative knowledge because participants were
703asked to describe phases and activities that appear in a prototypical discussion about a
704question. Further investigations should explore the effects of collaboration scripts and heuristic
705worked examples on social-discursive MAS by aid of more procedural measures.
706Another limitation concerns the measurement of working memory capacity with
707only one task. Therefore, task-specific influences due to the context or material of the
708task could not be eliminated. To handle this problem, several tasks should be used to
709measure working memory capacity on a latent variable level (see alsoMiyake Q9and Friedman 2012;
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710Schwaighofer et al. 2017). Using several tasks to measure working memory capacity might also
711allow for a more reliable detection of moderation effects of working memory capacity by
712minimizing task-specific residual variance.
713Yet, despite the relatively low reliability of the operation span task measuring working
714memory capacity, the reliability allowed to identify a large moderation effect with sufficient
715power. However, with respect to the moderation analyses, a limitation lies in the relatively
716small sample sizes for the comparisons of the conditions with or without fading of the initially
717introduced scaffold. Accordingly, the statistical power to detect small effects in addition to the
718large effect of working memory capacity might have been insufficient.
719Also, since participation in the preparatory course was voluntary, it may well be that self-
720selection may have influenced our sample. In other words, we cannot rule out that our learners
721had stronger cognitive abilities (e.g., a higher working memory capacity) or motivational
722preconditions (e.g., a higher interest in mathematics or different goal orientations) than
723students who did not choose to participate in the course. It might thus be fruitful to replicate
724our study in a context that leaves fewer opportunities for a self-selection bias.
725Finally, as in many other studies on CSCL scripts, we did not check how exactly the
726students understood the different script prompts. It may well be that different learners
727“appropriate Q10” (Tchounikine 2016) the script differently and these differences may yield
728differential effects on learning outcomes. It would be extremely interesting if future research
729would yield insights into how exactly such appropriation processes emerge during collabora-
730tion with a script.

731Conclusion

732The findings of this study reveal little support for the assumption that one specific sequence of
733introducing heuristic worked examples in addition to collaboration scripts in the context of
734mathematical argumentation and proof would be superior to another sequence. For designers
735of CSCL and non-CSCL environments, this finding might be welcome since it implies that
736pondering about the sequence of how different scaffolds are presented might be not particu-
737larly important. The findings do however support the claim that having two scaffolds available
738at a time can be overwhelming, and that this depends on an individual’s cognitive learning pre-
739requisites. Thus, more support does not necessarily result in better learning of argumentation,
740and inter-individual differences in working memory capacity need to be considered. More
741specifically, this study showed evidence that learners with less favorable working memory
742capacity benefit when the more domain-general scaffold collaboration script is presented first
743and faded out when the more content related scaffold heuristic worked examples is presented
744in a second phase.
745As a practical consequence, in order to individualize learning environments and adapt the
746environments to the learners’ pre-requisites, it would make sense to measure not only content-
747related learning pre-requisites such as domain-specific prior knowledge, but also more
748domain-general pre-requisites such as working memory capacity. Knowing about these indi-
749vidual pre-requisites of the learners is a necessary precondition for providing adaptive support
750in subsequent activities (e.g., Deiglmayr and Spada 2010).
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